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**TOPICS**
- Friction and wear of friction pairs in agricultural, transport and industrial machinery;
- Lubrication;
- Micro- and nano-scale tribology;
- Tribochemistry;
- Bio-tribology;
- Environmental issues in tribology;
- Surface science and coating engineering;
- Tribology in metal processing;
- Simulation of tribological processes;
- Experimental methods in tribology.

**KEY DATES**
30 June 2019 – Abstract and registration form submission.
15 July 2019 – Notification of acceptance.
01 September 2019 – Submission of papers.
30 September 2019 – Notification of papers acceptance.
15 October 2019 – Registration fee payment.
25 October 2019 – Presentation of conference programme
14-16 November 2019 – Conference

**EXHIBITION**
It will be possible to present relevant materials, teaching videos or research equipment at the table-top exhibition.

The fee for table-top exhibition and for presentation is 600 EUR (it includes multi-media facilities, one page information about company in Conference Proceedings and conference fee for 1 person). Oral presentation (~20 min) about your research instrumentation could be included in conference programme.

**CONFERENCE MATERIALS**
Short abstracts, extended abstracts and full papers are submitted in English language. They should be sent as attached document by e-mail to the Organising Committee.
Accepted full papers will be published in conference proceedings. Authors could be invited to prepare the extended abstracts.

**EXHIBITION**
It will be possible to present relevant materials, teaching videos or research equipment at the table-top exhibition.
CONFERENCE FEE
Conference participation fee is **200 EUR**.
This fee apply for the bank transfer made until 15.10.2019 to the account of Vytautas Magnus University:
- IBAN: LT35 7044 0600 0290 0835
- Bank: SEB
- SWIFT code: CBVI LT 2X
- Reference: BALTRIB’2019 - PARTICIPANT’S NAME

Reduced fees are applied for students (100 EUR - not includes conference dinner).

Conference fee for the payments after 15.10.2017 or in cash at the registration in conference is 250 EUR.

All fees are applied pro person.

Conference fee includes:
- Conference materials;
- Drinks and snacks during conference breaks;
- Lunches on 14 and 15 November and dinner on 14 November.

It is planned the cultural programme which optional and the information about that will be provided upon request.

REGISTRATION
Registration to the conference is to be done on-line:

ACCOMMODATION
Here You can find information about arrival and transportation:
http://int.asu.lt/arrivtoLT.html

Participants can arrange their accommodation in University guestrooms:
or in the hotels of Kaunas city:
https://visit.kaunas.lt/en/plan/accommodation/

Information about special discount for the conference participants in Kaunas hotels will be provided later.

CONFERENCE ADDRESS
Participants’ registration forms, abstracts, and scientific papers please send to:

*International Conference “BALTRIB’2019”*
*Institute of Power and Transport Machinery Engineering*
*Vytautas Magnus University*
*Studentu 15, Akademija*
*LT-53361 Kauno r., Lithuania*

Phone: +370 37 752263, 752398
E-mail: balttrib@asu.lt

Information in the Internet:
www.balttrib.info